Among the secondary detection effects in gamma-ray spectroscopy with HPGe detectors that reduce the peak area and must be properly taken into account in accurate measurements, the less well known is counting loss by beta and gamma-ray sum coincidence. The fraction of lost counts was estimated assuming that a photon detection event can sum either with the coincident beta-ray or its bremsstrahlung in the detector capsule or surrounding materials. The beta-ray was tracked through all the materials between source and detector. The result was calculated as a sequence of integral expressions evaluated numerically, without resorting to simulation. It is shown that the counting losses due to this effect are negligible for most calibration sources in typical detector arrangements.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantitative gamma-ray spectroscopy of radioactive sources with Hyper-Pure Germanium (HPGe) detectors is affected by many secondary detection effects. This paper deals with the counting losses due to coincidental detection of a gammaray and the electron feeding the excited level. Not much attention has been paid to this effect, usually assumed to be insignificant, without a detailed explanation in the few references available.
The counting loss occurs when the electron, after traversing the materials between source and detector, enters the HPGe active region, adding some charge to a simultaneous photon detection event, displacing it from the expected energy value. Another possibility of loss is due to the detection of bremsstrahlung photons generated while the electron follows its path.
A procedure to estimate these sum losses is presented here, in function of the source properties and detector characteristics: beta-energy endpoint; intermediate levels life times; detector size, and Ge dead-layer thickness. The importance for many common calibration sources in a typical source-detector arrangement is shown. * Also at: Laboratório do Acelerador Linear, Instituto de Física, Universidade 
II. COUNTING LOSS
Consider the decay scheme shown in Figure 1 , where prompt gamma-rays follow beta transitions. The observed full energy peak area of a gamma-ray transition, already corrected for beta-gamma sum losses, is given by
where: Ω = source activity; ε γ = gamma-ray detection efficiency; P γ = gamma-ray emission probability; ∆t = measurement time; α γ = internal conversion coefficient; f β = beta decay probability and ε β = beta detection efficiency.
A fraction of the events, given by f β · ε β in the second term in parentheses in the formula above, corresponds to the correction for beta-gamma sum losses, where the beta detection efficiency, ε β , takes into account the geometric efficiency (ε geoβ ), combined with the probabilities that a beta (P β ) or an electron bremsstrahlung photon (P Brems ) reach the detector:
with the factors entering this formula calculated as follows. The geometric efficiency is estimated from the source to detector distance and the detector area; the probability of the electron reaching the detector active region is determined by the transmission probability through the materials in the electron path, including the detector cap and the Ge dead layer; the probability of a electron Bremsstrahlung reaching the detector active region was calculated as the rate of photon production by a beta hitting the dead layer of the HPGe detector times the transmission probability along the electron trajectory.
A. Beta-gamma sum
This effect will happen whenever a photon is detected together with one electron has enough energy to reach the detector active volume. Since any amount of energy deposited by the electron in the detector simultaneously with the detection of a photon will lead to the loss of the event, P β will depend on the electron energy threshold to reach the detector, and is given by the integral of the beta spectrum between this threshold and the beta endpoint energy (E βmax ). The electron energy threshold to enter the detector is calculated from the energy loss coefficient in the materials (µ), and the material thickness (x):
For a typical setup, with a radioactive source hold in the normal atmosphere in front of a detector, there are just a few materials involved. The energy loss coefficients for these materials can be seen in Figure 2 .
The beta decay spectra was calculated by means of the model of Konopinsk [2] for allowed transitions, see Figure 3 . A correction for electron reflection in thick materials [3] [4] [5] was applied to the value obtained integrating the beta spectra above the energy threshold.
B. Sum with electron Bremsstrahlung
Since high-energy electrons are more likely to produce bremsstrahlung, some care must be taken to avoid double counting of the losses. Also, the production of bremsstrahlung in the low Z materials forming the source holder and the atmosphere is negligible compared to that in the relatively high Z of the Ge dead layer. Hence, P Brems corresponds to the sum with bremsstrahlung produced by the electrons with energies between that necessary to reach the detector dead layer and the threshold energy E β . The rate of bremsstrahlung photon production was obtained by interpolation of the table compiled by Seltzer [6] . Figure 4 shows the distribution of bremsstrahlung photons. As most of the electrons have low energy, the production of bremsstrahlung is small and concentrated in the low energy end of the photon spectrum.
III. APPLICATION
This method was applied to estimate the counting losses due to beta and gamma-ray sum coincidence for some usual standard sources assuming a typical HPGe detector-source arrangement, shown schematically in Figure 5 . 
A. Beta decay of some calibration sources
Since the usual source mounting is made of low Z material and is thin [7] [8] [9] [10] , then the electron threshold energy to reach the detector does not depend significantly on the particular source and was estimated in about 1.3 MeV.
After checking the requirements for beta and gamma sum (beta endpoint energy greater than the electron threshold energy and half-lives of intermediate levels involved in the decay) we found that, among the following sources used frequently in detector calibration: 46 One of the cases happens in the decay of the 60 Co, where the 1332 keV level is fed by β − with endpoint energy of 1492 keV with probability of 0.06 %. The other case is the 1474 keV β − decay of the 152 Eu to 344 keV level of the 152 Gd with 8,2 % probability. Although these beta decays are 1st and 2nd forbidden, the spectrum shape of the allowed transition [2] can be used by for an order of magnitude estimate.
B. Estimation of counting losses
The arrangement shown in Figure 5 has a geometric efficiency of 0.54 %. The probabilities of the detection of betas (P β ) are: 1.0 % and 0.7 % in the cases of 152 Eu and 60 Co, respectively, while the probability of detection of the bremsstrahlung photon, (P Brems ), is about 0.9 % for both cases.
Therefore, the correction ( f β · ε β ) can be estimated in about 7·10 −6 and 1.2·10 −7 , of the peak areas of the γ 344 keV following 152 Eu decay and the γ 1332 keV following the 60 Co decay, respectively. Thus, the corrections for these cases are negligible.
IV. CONCLUSION
The effect of beta and gamma ray sum will be significant when using HPGe detectors with Al capsule only for radioactive sources where beta transitions have high endpoint energies, well above 1.3 MeV, and feed excited levels of the daughter nucleus. Therefore, it will rarely manifest in usual residual radioactive source measurements, and in none of the common calibration sources that we checked.
